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H O S P I TA L I T Y

D I S T I N C T I V E A N D A DA P TA B L E .
For over 35 years Northland Furniture has been
manufacturing durable, comfortable and fashionably
distinctive furniture for the hospitality and time share
industries. We have been a leader in designing products
that offer a unique ambiance, distinctive image, with
extensive options. In fact, if you don’t see the option you
like, we excel at creating custom furniture that matches
your unique project requirements.
Want to reduce your furniture cost of ownership….. then
you will like our 10 year warranty. Our warranty is one of
the most comprehensive in the industry; it demonstrates our
commitment to producing quality products that will stand
the test of time.

T H E S T O R Y. T H E T R A D I T I O N .
In 1976, a group of local craftsmen in Bend, Oregon
(an area rich in timber tradition) formed Northland
Furniture Company. Their mission was to construct top
quality casegoods for neighboring hotels and resorts. As
Northland’s reputation for dedicated customer service and
quality products grew, business expanded across the United
States and even into Hawaii and Alaska.
Building upon a solid tradition, Northland has flourished
and carved its place in the industry as the Northwest’s
leading producer of HOSPITALITY and TIME SHARE
furniture. Northland never strays from its inheritance of
integrity, timeless values, and unrelenting commitment to
excellence.

NORTHLAND FURNITURE

MALIBU COLLECTION |

THE STYLE

Sophisticated yet striking, our Malibu collection is
designed to speak to your visitors. Durably built with
metal accents and heavy wooden legs, these pieces make
bold statements across a lifetime. An artistic response to
practical needs, our distinctive Malibu headboard has an
attractive optional light. If furniture might spark colorful
banter, then our Malibu collection plays a most enthusiastic
conversationalist.
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NORTHLAND FURNITURE

TA H O E C O L L E C T I O N |

THE STYLE

Our Tahoe collection draws influence from the crisp,
clean lines and distinctive options that have positioned
European furniture makers at the forefront of contemporary
design. Skillfully accented by metal, our pieces combine
contemporary styling with an extra level of durability. An
optional Zebrawood laminate is also available to those
looking for that mid-century look. Constructed for easy
cleaning and low maintenance.
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NORTHLAND FURNITURE

RAINIER COLLECTION |

THE STYLE

If you seek to make an elegant yet timeless statement,
our Rainier collection is designed to excite that modern
connoisseur in all of us. Featuring beautiful wooden legs,
contemporary lines, and numerous practical options
for customization, these pieces encourage tradition to
intermingle with modernity. Care to be bold? Combine colors
for a dramatic urban twist. For those of us looking to mix
modern lines with rustic texture, the Rainier collection offers
an optional wooden top (sealed by a clear protective finish).
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NORTHLAND FURNITURE

S H A S TA C O L L E C T I O N |

THE STYLE

Our Shasta collection balances great value with our most
approachable price point. Because functionality is often an
important consideration in furniture design, we have skillfully
crafted these pieces to be as practical as they are durable.
Constructed with a greater percentage of quality laminate
materials, the Shasta collection is built to last. If you’re
seeking the best return on your investment, Shasta offers an
affordable gateway toward redesigning living spaces.
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